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ABSTRACT 

Much research in cognitive science and AI has recently been devoted to the study of 
adaptive autonomous agents, such as robots and artificial life systems. Such agents are 
typically said to ‘learn, ‘develop’ and ‘evolve’ in close interaction with their environ-
ments. It could be argued that these self-organizing properties solve the problem of repre-
sentation grounding in AI research, and thus also place such ‘artificial organisms’ in a 
position of semiotic interest. This paper discusses the use of autonomous agents as mod-
els of sign processes and embodied enactive cognition. Furthermore, it addresses the 
question whether or to what extent such agents are themselves autonomous and capable 
of semiosis in that sense that living organisms are. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Much research in cognitive science, and in particular artificial intelligence (AI) and 
artificial life, has since the mid-1980s been devoted to the study of so-called autonomous 
agents. These are typically robotic systems situated in some environment and interacting 
with it using sensors and motors.  Such systems are often self-organizing in the sense that 
they artificially learn, develop and evolve in interaction with their environments, typi-
cally using computational learning techniques, such as artificial neural networks or evolu-
tionary algorithms. Due to the biological inspiration and motivation underlying much of 
this research (cf. Sharkey & Ziemke 1998), autonomous agents are often referred to as 
‘artificial organisms’, ‘artificial life’, ‘animats’ (short for ‘artificial animals’), ‘creatures’ 
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or ‘biorobots’. These terms do not necessarily all mean exactly the same; some of them 
refer to physical robots only, whereas others include simple software simulations. But the 
terms all express the view that the mechanisms referred to are substantially different from 
conventional artifacts, and that to some degree they are ‘life-like’ in that they share some 
of the properties of living organisms. Throughout this paper this class of systems will be 
referred to as ‘artificial organisms’ or ‘autonomous agents/robots’ interchangeably. 

 

This paper addresses the semiotic status and relevance of such artificial organisms. One 
question is whether and to what extent they are autonomous and capable of semiosis. 
This is not straightforward since semiosis is often considered to necessarily involve living 
organisms. Morris (1946), for example, defines semiosis as “a sign-process, that is, a 
process in which something is a sign to some organism”. Similarly, Jakob von Uexkülli 
considered signs to be “of prime importance in all aspects of life processes” (T. von 
Uexküll 1992), and made a clear distinction between organisms, which as autonomous 
subjects respond to signs according to their own specific energy, and inorganic mecha-
nisms, which lack that energy, and thus remain heteronomous (to be discussed in more 
detail later). 

 

Mechanisms can, of course, be involved in sign processes, in particular computers and 
computer programs. Sebeok, for example, wrote (in personal communication cited by T. 
von Uexküll 1982) that “the criterial feature of living entities, and of machines pro-
grammed by humans, is semiosis”. The latter are, however, typically considered to lack 
‘first hand semantics’, i.e.,, “intrinsic meaning” (Harnad 1990) or “contents for the ma-
chine" (Rylatt et al. 1998), and to derive their semantics from the fact that they are pro-
grammed, observed and/or interpreted by humans. Andersen et al. (1997) have argued in 
detail that computers/programs, when it comes to semiosis, fall somewhere in between 
humans and conventional mechanisms, but that they ultimately derive their semiotic ‘ca-
pacities’ from the interpretation of their designers and users. The major difference, they 
argued, was that living systems are autopoietic, i.e.,, self-creating and -maintaining, 
whereas machines are not (this issue will be discussed in further detail later). Hence, their 
“tentative conclusion" was that 

 

... the difference between human and machine semiosis may not reside in the particular 
nature of any of them. Rather, it may consist in the condition that machine semiosis pre-
supposes human semiosis and the genesis of the former can be explained by the latter. 
(Andersen et al. 1997: 569)  

 

Cognitive science and AI research has traditionally, since its beginning in the 1950s, been 
dominated by the so-called computer metaphor for mind, i.e., the view that the human 
mind works very much like a computer program. This has led decades of traditional AI 
research to fall into the internalist trap (Sharkey & Jackson 1994) of focusing solely on 
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disembodied computer programs and internal representations supposed to ‘mirror’ a pre-
given external reality (cf. Varela et al. 1991), while forgetting about the need for ground-
ing and embedding these in the world they were actually supposed to represent. Hence, 
for cognitive scientists the use of embodied, situated agents offers an alternative, bottom-
up approach to the study of intelligent behavior in general, and internal representation 
and sign usage in particular. 

 

Artificial organisms, unlike computer programs equipped with robotic capacities of sens-
ing and moving, do interact with their environments, and they appear to do so independ-
ently of interpretation through external users or observers. Moreover, such systems are 
often self-organizing in the sense that they ‘learn’, ‘develop’ and ‘evolve’ in interaction 
with their environments, using computational intelligence techniques and often attempt-
ing to mimic biological processes. Some examples of this type of self-organization in 
adaptive robots will be illustrated in Section 2. The sign processes and functional circles 
by which artificial organisms interact with their environments are therefore typically self-
organized, i.e., the result of adaptation in interaction with an environment, rather than 
programmed or built-in by a designer, and thus often not even interpretable to humans 
(cf. Prem 1995). Hence, unlike computer programs, their genesis typically can not be ex-
plained with reference to human design and interpretation alone. Thus it has been argued 
that autonomous agents are, at least in theory, capable of possessing ‘first hand seman-
tics’ (e.g., Harnad 1990; Franklin 1997; Bickhard 1998). Their semiotic and epistemo-
logical interest, it might be held, arises because unlike conventional machines, their use 
of signs and representations is self-organized, and thus, as for living systems, largely pri-
vate and typically only meaningful to themselves. Many researchers therefore no longer 
draw a strict line between animals and autonomous robots. Prem (1998), for example, 
refers to both categories as ‘embodied autonomous systems’, and does not at all distin-
guish between living and non-living in his discussion of semiosis in such systems.  We 
will return to this question in Section 3, after providing some examples of our own ex-
perimental work with robots in Section 2. 

 

2 EXPERIMENTAL WORK: ROBOTS AND RECURRENT 
NEURAL NETS 

 

Much research in adaptive robotics is concerned with making robots’ control mecha-
nisms, mapping sensory signals to motor commands, adaptive using artificial evolution-
ary or learning techniques. In particular artificial neural networks (ANNs) are commonly 
used as ‘artificial nervous systems’ connecting a robot's receptors to its effectors. The 
robots used in this type of research are often mobile robots (see Figure 1 for a typical ex-
ample), typically receiving sensory input from, e.g., infrared proximity sensors or simple 
cameras, and controlling the motion of their wheels by motor outputs.  
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Figure 1: The Khepera, a wheeled miniature mobile robot commonly used in adaptive robotics research 
(manufactured by K-Team SA; for details see Mondada et al. 1993). The model shown here is equipped 

with eight short-range infrared sensors around the body and a simple long-range camera on top. 

 

One interesting aspect of this type of research is that it, at least to some degree, offers a 
way around the problem of symbol or representation grounding in AI research (cf. e.g. 
Searle 1980; Harnad 1990; Sharkey & Jackson 1994; Bickhard 1998; Ziemke 1999). This 
is due to the fact that the controller network can actually, by means of the robot body 
(sensors and effectors), interact with the physical objects in its environment, independent 
of an observer’s interpretation or mediation. Hence, it could be argued that its internal 
signs/representations, now formed in physical interaction with the world they ‘represent’ 
or reflect, can be considered (physically) grounded.  

Our own research focuses on the use of recurrent neural networks, which will be dis-
cussed further in Section 2.1, before presenting some concrete examples in Section 2.2. 

 

2.1 RECURRENT ANNS 

As long as we are using a feed-forward network, i.e., a network in which activation is 
only passed in one direction, namely from input to output units, the mapping from input 
to output will always be the same (given that the network has already learned and does 
not modify its connection weights anymore). Hence, the controlled robot will be a “trivial 
machine” (cf. T. von Uexküll 1997), i.e., independent of past or input history, same in-
puts will always be mapped to same outputs. In semiotic terms, this corresponds to a 
semiosis of information where the input corresponds to the sign, the input-output map-
ping to the interpretant (or causal rule) and the output to the signified (T. von Uexküll 
1997a). 
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However, if we add internal feedback through recurrent connections to the network it be-
comes a “non-trivial” machine. That means, the mapping from input to output will vary 
with the network’s internal state, and thus the machine, depending on its past, can effec-
tively be a ‘different’ machine in each time step. An analogy in semiotic terms could be a 
semiosis of symptomization (cf. T. von Uexküll 1997) where the interpretant varies and 
the system’s input-output behavior can inform an observer about the current interpretant. 
For the robot itself this means that it no longer merely reacts to ‘external’ stimuli, but it 
‘interprets’ incoming stimuli/signs depending on its own internal state. 

 

Recurrent neural networks play an important role in the study and modeling of cognitive 
representation and their construction. This is due to the fact that they account for both the 
(long-term) representation of learning experience in connection weights as well as the 
(short-term) representation of the controlled agent’s current context or immediate past in 
the form of internal feedback. Moreover, Peschl (1997) has pointed out that RNNs, like 
real nervous systems, are “structure determined” (cf. also Maturana and Varela 1980), 
which means that their reaction to environmental stimuli always depends on the system’s 
current state (or structure), and thus is never determined by the input alone. Peschl re-
ferred to this as the “autonomy of a representational system”. He further argued that in 
such recurrent networks traditional concepts of knowledge representation (as a ‘mirror’ 
of external reality) are not applicable due to the fact that there is “no stable representa-
tional relationship of reference”.  Hence, the “goal of representation” in such systems, he 
argued, could not be to achieve an accurate mapping of an external environment to inter-
nal referential representations. Instead, recurrent neural systems should be viewed as 
“physical dynamical devices embodying the (transformation) knowledge for sensorimotor 
[input-output] integration and generating adequate behavior enabling the organism’s sur-
vival”. Peschl’s view of knowledge as mechanisms of adequate sensorimotor transforma-
tion becomes particularly clear in his characterization of knowledge as  “representation 
without representations”: 

 

The internal structures do not map the environmental structures; they are rather responsi-
ble for generating functionally fitting behaviour which is triggered and modulated by the 
environment and determined by the internal structure (… of the synaptic weights). It is 
the result of adaptive phylo- and ontogenetic processes which have changed the architec-
ture over generations and/or via learning in an individual organism in such a way that its 
physical structure embodies the dynamics for maintaining a state of equilib-
rium/homeostasis. (Peschl 1997)   

 

Aware of the limitations of disembodied neural networks, Peschl further suggested a sys-
tem relative concept of representation as “determined not only by the environment”, but 
also highly dependent on “the organization, structure, and constraints of the representa-
tion system as well as the sensory/motor systems which are embedded in a particular 
body structure”. 
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As discussed in detail elsewhere (Ziemke 2001), this view of the role of knowl-
edge/representation in general, and the use of recurrent neural networks in adaptive ro-
bots in particular, is largely compatible with an enactive view of cognition, as put for-
ward by Varela et al. (1991), and the closely related view of radical constructivism which 
von Glasersfeld (1995) summarized as follows: 
• Knowledge is not passively received either through the senses or by way of com-

munication; 
• knowledge is actively built up by the cognizing subject. 
• The function of cognition is adaptive, in the biological sense of the term, tending 

towards fit or viability; 
• cognition serves the subject’s organization of the experiential world, not the discov-

ery of an objective ontological reality. (von Glasersfeld 1995: 51)    

 

2.2  EXAMPLES OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

 

This section will just very briefly describe two examples of experimental work in our lab. 
For details the reader is referred to the original papers/reports. The first example is illus-
trated in Figure 2. In these experiments (Thieme 2002; Thieme & Ziemke 2002; Ziemke 
& Thieme in press), simulated robots of the type illustrated in Figure 1, controlled by dif-
ferent types of recurrent and non-recurrent networks, were trained, using evolutionary 
algorithms, to handle mazes of different complexity. In the example illustrated in Figure 
2 the robot always starts in the lower left part of the environment and has to reach the 
goal area (indicated by a white circle). The direction(s) in which it should turn in the T-
junctions are indicated by the two lights that it passes in the first corridor on its way to-
wards the first junction. In this particular case the side on which the first light appears 
indicates the correct direction in the first junction whereas the meaning of the second 
light is reversed, i.e., it appears on the side towards which the robot should not turn in the 
second junction.  
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Figure 2: A simulated robot (and its trajectories) in four instantiations of a multiple T-maze task. Further-
more the activations of sensors (D), motors (M) and internal units in the controller network are illustrated 

over time. Adapted from Thieme (2002) and Ziemke & Thieme (in press). 

 

Of course, the robot is not given any of the above information, but has to ‘find out’ itself 
in the course of the evolutionary training process how to make sense of its sensorimotor 
interaction with environment, i.e., what meaning to attribute to different stimuli in which 
context. Having full access to everything that happens in the controller network and in 
the environment allows us to analyze in detail exactly how the robot learns to do this (for 
details see Thieme 2002; Ziemke & Thieme in press). 

 

The second example is illustrated in Figure 3. These experiments (Buason 2002) were 
concerned with the competitive co-evolution of simulated predator and prey robots (of 
the general type illustrated in Figure 1). That means, the predator’s task was to catch the 
prey, whereas the prey’s task was to avoid being caught. In a series of experiments of in-
creasing complexity not only the neural controllers, but also different aspects of the robot 
morphology were evolved, such as direction, range and angle of the camera. Certain con-
straints were imposed on the robots, e.g. for more powerful vision they had to ‘pay’ with 
reduced speed.    
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Predator Prey 

Figure 3: Predator robot (left) and prey robot (right), their visual fields (indicated by black lines and gray 
curves) and the directions in which they move. The small gray circles indicate the positions of the short-

range infrared sensors, six on one side and two on the other. 

 

In the example illustrated in Figure 3 the predator robot has evolved a relatively narrow 
visual field (indicated by the light gray curve), and consequently higher speed, whereas 
the prey has evolved a relatively wide visual field. It should be noted that both of them 
have evolved to have the camera facing the opponent, i.e., the prey looks ‘backwards’, 
i.e., towards the side with fewer infrared sensors, while moving ‘forward’. Moreover, 
both of them have the camera pointing in the direction where they have fewer short-range 
infrared sensors, i.e., the predator actually moves ‘backwards’ and looks for the prey in 
the same direction. As in the first example, having full access to the internal neural 
mechanisms and the robots’ behavior in the environment, allows us to analyze in detail 
the ongoing sign processes and their co-evolution over generations (for details see 
Buason 2002).   

 

3 DISCUSSION 

The question to what degree robots are autonomous and thus capable of semiosis has re-
cently occupied a number of researchers in cognitive science and semiotics (e.g. Em-
meche 2001; Nöth 2001; Sharkey & Ziemke 1998; Ziemke & Sharkey 2001; Ziemke 
2001, 2002; Zlatev 2001). The question what exactly the semiotic status of such a robot 
would be apparently has no simple answer. The reason is that the distinction between or-
ganisms and mechanisms has become somewhat blurred, as also indicated by terms such 
as ‘artificial organisms’ or ‘artificial life’.  Many would argue that in the case of robots 
which self-organize and develop in long-term interaction with their environment, rela-
tively independent of their human designers, as illustrated with a couple of simple exam-
ples in the previous section, it is simply not the case that the genesis of robosemiosis can 
be (fully) explained with reference to human semiosis.  
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The ‘problem’ that makes it difficult, at least at a first glance, to make a sharp distinction 
between living organisms and today’s adaptive robots and artificial organisms, is that the 
latter nowadays have a number of the qualities/properties of the former. Ziemke and 
Sharkey (2001), for example, discussed in detail that three properties which Jakob von 
Uexküll (1928, 1982) considered unique for organisms (adaptation/growth, use of signs, 
centrifugal construction) can to some degree also be found in today’s robots. Similarly, 
Nöth (2001: 695-696) identified “four reasons why robots interact in the same way with 
their environment as organisms do” which “support the argument that not only organ-
isms, but also robots have an Umwelt in [von] Uexküll’s sense”: (a) both robots and or-
ganisms have an Umwelt (or in fact Merkwelt) in the sense that, limited by available 
senses/sensors, they can only sense part of their physical environment; (b) both process 
environmental stimuli selectively; (c) both can have “internal representations of their 
Umwelt”; (d) both are equipped with perceptual organs/modules and effector or-
gans/modules. 

 

There are, however, also a number of differences remaining. Robot bodies are, for exam-
ple, in many ways extremely different from living bodies, and thus unlikely candidates 
for supporting the same kind of phenomenal mind or Umwelt. In particular, robot bodies 
(hardware) and control systems (software) are not at all integrated the way living bodies 
are. Robot bodies do, for example, not grow. Furthermore, Ziemke & Sharkey (2001) ar-
gued in detail that robots lack endosemiosis and therefore also lack what T. von Uexküll 
et al. (1993) referred to as the neural counterbody, formed and updated in human brains 
as a result of the continual information flow of proprioceptive signs from the muscles, 
joints and other parts of our limbs, and thus giving rise to the experience of the living 
body as the center of subjective reality.  

 

Furthermore, we have argued in detail elsewhere (Sharkey & Ziemke 1998, 2001; 
Ziemke & Sharkey 2001; Ziemke 1999, 2001), that the key to understanding mind and 
semiosis might be to understand the autonomous and autopoietic, i.e., self-creating and –
maintaining, nature of living systems (Maturana & Varela 1980). Autopoietic systems are 
far more integrated than today’s robots in the sense that their ontogenesis does in fact 
start from a single cell from which they grow in a centrifugal fashion (von Uexküll 1982; 
cf. Ziemke & Sharkey 2001; Ziemke 2001). Moreover, they have a natural intentionality 
in the sense that they are autonomous unities naturally concerned with assimila-
tion/dissimilation of material from/into their environment for the purpose of self-
maintenance and survival, whereas our predator- and prey-robots really only are strug-
gling for survival in the eye of the observer. Similarly, Nöth (2001: 696-697) concluded 
his discussion of whether or not robots have an Umwelt as follows: 
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Needless to say, a machine, in spite of a certain autonomy in its agency, can never be said 
to have its ultimate goal within itself. The objectives of a machine have always been es-
tablished from outside, namely by the engineer who designed it and the user who 
switches it on and off. Thus, the robot’s ultimate framework of reference, its final causal-
ity, is elsewhere, and thus the resulting semiotic process is alloreferential.  
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